Evaluation of structural change in diffuse liver disease with frequency domain analysis of ultrasound.
To evaluate structural changes in diffuse liver disease, frequency domain analysis was applied to ultrasonic signals from the liver. We assumed that liver tissue is a collection of semiregularly arrayed small scatterers of ultrasound. We applied cepstral analysis to the ultrasonic waveforms and evaluated the periodicity of scalloping of the power spectrum caused by an interference effect among liver scatterers of a given spacing. Patients with liver conditions involving nonspecific change (n = 6), chronic hepatitis (n = 11), cirrhosis (n = 7) or fatty liver (n = 6) were examined. One hundred ultrasonic signals were obtained noninvasively with a 3.5-MHz transducer, and the space among scatterers was calculated for each signal using cepstrum analysis. Two statistical parameters, mode and kurtosis, were determined from the distribution of the space among scatterers for each patient; these parameters were compared with the histological findings in the liver. Space among scatterers kurtosis decreased with progress of liver fibrosis, and space among scatterers mode increased in cirrhosis. Neither space among scatterers kurtosis nor space among scatterers mode was affected by pathological fat in the liver. These results suggest that we can evaluate fibrotic changes in diffuse liver disease and that we can also noninvasively discriminate diffuse fibrotic liver disease from fatty liver.